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Book Review

Little Mouse’s Big Breakfast
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On a cold winter’s morning, little mouse wakes up hungry. Unable to
find anything to eat in his frozen world, little mouse scurries into a
house and finds the perfect breakfast. He’s so busy hoarding all his delicious finds that he doesn’t notice he isn’t the only one searching for
some breakfast. A big black cat is on the scene and thinks little mouse
would make an excellent breakfast. Escaping as speedily as he can,
little mouse only snags one sunflower seed on his way out. He isn’t
worried though, because he knows that when he gets hungry again,
there will be other houses waiting.
With few words per page and larger than life illustrations, Christine
Pym meets her audience’s needs perfectly. Preschoolers and young
primary school-aged children will fall in love with this hungry little
mouse and root for him as he scavenges for a breakfast that only
becomes larger by the second. Little mouse’s big plans don’t succeed,
however, which teaches these young minds that not only is it okay
to fail, it’s exciting to try again. With a twist on the last page, giggles
are sure to ripple through all classrooms who enjoy Little Mouse’s Big
Breakfast.
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